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Abstract 

The role of emotion in leading change is readily noted but as yet, not fully explored as a 
central focus in leadership preparation programs (Beatty & Brew, 2004). This study 
assists us in conceptualising the changes experienced by students in the new Monash 
(Australia) Master in School Leadership and in understanding the transformational 
effects of the program. The course integrates emotional meaning making (Beatty, 2002) 
as core to developing transformational leaders. Course content and experiential delivery 
modalities engage students in opportunities for moving through a theorised series of 
emotional epistemological stances, located along a proposed continuum from emotional 
silence through to resilient emotional relativity. Reported on in this second phase of the 
larger study are participants’ responses to the framework’s concepts relative to their 
experiences in the course and to their work in substantive leadership positions in 
schools.  A summary of results from phase one interviews is followed by the 
presentation of findings from the survey responses. Under review in this part of the 
study was the utility of the framework for conceptualising emotion focused learning and 
changes in perceptions of self and leadership.  The course positions emotional meaning 
making as foundational to leader well being and transformational success. The process 
for developing emotional meaning making confidence and experience begins with a 
scaffolded set of steps within which students learn to lean into fears and create intra and 
interpersonally secure spaces for themselves and others.  
 
Key words: Leadership;  Educational Leadership; Organisational Leadership; 
Leadership Preparation Programs; Emotions of Leadership; Collaborative Culture 
Building; Transformational Leadership; Inner Leadership; Creating Learning 
Communities; Emotionally Grounded Leadership; Emotional epistemologies   

                                                 
1 Portions of this paper are in press for publication in the International Journal of Knowledge Culture and 
Change Management, Volume 6, as part of an article entitled Becoming Emotionally Prepared For 
Leadership which reported on phase one of this study. The paper reports on phase two and a different 
primary data set.    
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Introduction 
In recent years the powerful influence of the palpable yet often hidden emotion factor in 
organisational life has “captured the imagination of a remarkable range of thinkers and 
scientists” (Fineman, 2004, p.3). Echoing this trend, the emotions of educational 
leadership are beginning to garner a greater share of attention as researchers and 
theorists attempt to capture the phenomenon and pose arguments about what to do about 
it (e.g., Gronn, 1996; Hargreaves, 1998; Leithwood Jantzi & Steinbach, 1999; Beatty, 
2000, 2000a, 2000b; Fullan, 2001; Beatty, 2002a, 2002b, 2005). 

By definition, leadership of change in any organisation is an emotional matter. 
Leaders who seek to alter the status quo must disturb comfort zones and thereby pose a 
threat to people’s needs for a sense of safety and security. Yet, the inevitable discomfort 
- their own and others - often remains under explored for its potential to inform and 
bring new knowledge into the change process.  

In education the redefinition of leadership as change agency, with all its 
complexities, has been accompanied by a downturn in interest in the principalship. 
Indeed, as this trend is manifesting in Victoria Australia, there is a corresponding 
succession planning crisis in school leadership. In other sectors, leadership development 
for succession planning has often taken the form of ‘grow your own’ schemes including 
apprenticeships, mentoring and professional development programs. In the US, “By the 
1940s educational administration was an accepted field of graduate education on many 
campuses” (Mulkeen & Cooper, p. 18). However, in Australia, until recently, while a 
variety of providers offer school focused leadership development short courses, and 
universities, Masters and Doctoral level study in organisational leadership, no formal 
postgraduate pathway to the principalship per se existed. Indeed there is presently no 
formal principal accreditation or licensing process in Australia. For Victoria state 
schools, hiring panels consisting largely of local parent council members and 
representatives of the local region have made decisions on principal succession in a way 
that has left many would-be applicants uncertain of the road to success (Gronn & Lacey 
2004).  In response to a dwindling number of applicants for principalship positions and 
a corresponding future demographic certainty of more vacancies than qualified 
applicants, the Victoria State Department of Education and Training on the advice of 
Boston Consulting has created a clear pathway to the principalship. This initiative 
represents an effort to foster interest in and enhance preparation for this increasingly 
demanding position.  

Nationwide, expectations of state school principals are mounting dramatically. 
Federally, political pressures to embrace uniform certification and performance 
assessment processes for principals and teachers are in play as some state level 
Departments of Education move in this direction both independently and in cooperation 
with the national level initiative. In Victoria, The Blueprint for State Schools embraces 
a myriad of initiatives broadly designed to achieve the creation of a ‘performance and 
development culture’. It is geared to support the creation and maintenance of ‘effective 
schools’ according to the eight-characteristic model of Sammons, Hillman & Mortimer 
(1995). The Blueprint pursues both accountability - for student and teacher performance 
(associated with ‘school effectiveness’ research) and collaborative learning community 
development (associated with ‘school improvement’ research). It has a number of 
‘flagship strategies’, the third of which is ‘Building leadership capacity’: “Transforming 
the culture of professional development, innovation, partnerships and performance.” 
http://www.sofweb.vic.edu.au/blueprint/fs3/default.htm 

Broadly, flagship strategy three is directed at leadership development both for 
succession planning and incumbent personnel. One of its components, The Accelerated 
Development Program for High Potential Leaders, has provided scholarship supported 
places in a new Master in School Leadership, tendered for tailor-made delivery by 
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University providers to 480 high potential aspirant school leaders. Presently, each of 
two universities – Monash and Melbourne – delivers its own interpretation of the 
Victoria Blueprint tender call in two year part time configurations that also provide 
direct access to PhD study (with sufficient GPA standing). This article concerns impacts 
from the design and implementation of the Monash course which is geared to address 
the many challenges of school leadership. Uniquely, this course is based on the 
understanding that effective school leadership is foundationally emotional work if it is 
to transform cultures, engage teachers and leaders in continuous professional 
development, foster innovation, and encourage creation and maintenance of new 
partnerships and networking relationships toward improved performance throughout the 
system.  

Contract Mandate: 
The Department of Education and Training requires that its contract deliverers of 
Master in School Leadership award courses address the five key dimensions of 
Sergiovanni’s (1994) transformational leadership framework: Human, Cultural, 
Technical, Symbolic and Educational leadership. Sergiovanni’s philosophy is strongly 
grounded in the integrity of relationships and the well being of the whole school as a 
dynamic learning community. The Monash program, is structured and delivered to 
provide opportunities for  developmental and in essence, ‘transformational’ effects upon 
its participants by providing opportunities for integrating normatively disparate and 
even competing dimensions of the self.   

Overview of Paper 
This paper represents the third in a series of articles pertaining to the use of the author’s 
emotional epistemologies theoretical framework in the context of leadership preparation 
and professional development contexts (see also Beatty, 2006; Beatty & Brew, 2004). 
Following a discussion of some key concepts from the literature I provide a summary of 
the Monash Master in School Leadership and a brief description of critical elements in 
the course delivery design. Findings from evaluations, audit tools and an exploration 
through interviews with participants from the first graduating class are considered in 
detail elsewhere (Beatty, 2006). The present study is nested within the larger 
longitudinal series of explorations of impacts experienced by Monash MSL participants, 
which will take place with increasing numbers of graduates over several years. In this 
paper, responses to an online identified open ended survey which explores the 
emotional epistemologies theoretical framework’s key concepts are presented and 
patterns discussed. The five participants in this study hold substantive leadership 
positions in their schools. This phase of the study and the previous one involving the 
analysis of one-hour interviews with the same participants will provide opportunities to 
begin to interpret each participant as a case of experiences from phenomenological and 
social constructionist perspectives. The findings are presented in raw form here, with a 
brief discussion following.  

Preliminary findings suggest that the structure and combination effect of the 
course design elements along with participants’ responses to the various challenges and 
opportunities have engendered significant changes across the first cohort. Clearly 
reflected in the interviews from the first phase of this study, were changes in 
participants perceptions of themselves and leadership. The changes are characterised as 
‘transformational’ in that intrapersonal and interpersonal emotional meaning making 
have become foundational to their leadership praxis. Survey responses indicate a strong 
cognitive and meta-cognitive resonance with the concepts of the theoretical framework. 
lending further indications of its validity. The longitudinal study and its additional 
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elements will explore the pervasiveness and sustainability of these changes. The study 
contributes to a growing body of work on the emotions of leadership.  

Key concepts from the literature 
Counter-intuitively given what you might think by reading much of the literature on 
leadership, there are inextricable links among emotion, learning and leading. Emotions 
are meaningful to us. They are in effect a source of ‘knowledge’. They are critical to our 
sense of ourselves and our experience of meaningfulness in our lives (Denzin, 1984). 
We interpret a sense of relative safety, inclusion and a wide range of other aspects of 
our lives and ourselves through our emotions (Lupton, 1998). Access to emotions is 
critical to the ethical self (Margolis, 1998). Yet the conscious consideration of 
‘emotional meaning making’ processes, the ways emotions inform us, remains outside 
the normative professional discourse in schools (Beatty, 2002a; Beatty, 2005). 
According to anecdotal evidence, the explicit consideration of this important emotional 
dimension of mind, relationships and organisational culture, also remains beyond the 
ken of most school leadership preparation programs. Nevertheless, the emotions of 
leadership remain of profound importance in practice and are even implicit in much of 
the extant educational leadership literature. 

Deep transformation in schools relies on the capacity of the individuals within 
them to value, integrate and collaborate through the acknowledgment of the emotions, 
that Vygotsky (1934/1987) considered the motivating sphere of consciousness.  In our 
predispositions and practices of engaging or not, with our own and others’ emotions, 
emotional epistemologies (Boler, 1999; Beatty, 2002a 2002b; Beatty, 2005) can be 
found. Emotional ways of knowing deserve our attention for their pervasive influence 
on all mental activity (Mahn & John-Steiner, 2002) and much of our behaviour, even if 
institutions routinely and systematically tend to filter out this information (Boler, 1999). 
Emotional meaning making involves the process of breaking the normative silence on 
emotions and acknowledging their influence upon our interpretations of our lives and of 
each other. As we become aware of them emotions and our shared understanding of 
their impact upon us, can inform and enrich our intrapersonal and interpersonal 
experiences. Shared emotional meaning making can be used as a powerful catalyst to 
transformational conflict resolution, professional reflection, and the integration of 
personal professional and organisational self.  

However, school leaders have routinely found that their integrated emotional 
selves are anything but welcome in their work. As Marshall (1992) and Marshall and 
Greenfield (1987) discovered, the willingness of aspirant assistant principals to mask 
and feign their real feelings and opinions in silent deference to their super-ordinates was 
treated as evidence of their suitability for school administration. If school leaders have 
to leave their emotional integrity at the door to secure their positions, the process of 
reclaiming their whole emotional selves is bound to present some challenges. Leaders 
who overcome the cultural pressures for emotional silence can learn to connect with self 
and colleagues. But to do so, they must embrace a pedagogy of discomfort (Boler, 
1999). A counter-intuitive commitment to connectedness with self and others is 
required. To embark on this approach to leadership, courage and emotional reflection 
are essential.  

Given the actual vulnerability of school leaders in the context of their direct 
accountability to a wide range of stakeholders, and their tendency to identify self with 
school (Loader, 1997), it is little wonder that fear of shame (Scheff & Retzinger, 2000) 
and its accompanying spiral of anger, blame, defensiveness and lurch for control are 
rarely far behind. These are some of the emotional complexities associated with the 
inner life of leadership, a calling to intense emotion labour (Hochschild, 1983) . . . and 
love.  
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But love’s labours can be lost when the well being of the principal is not 
sustainable. Like the imperative to put one’s own oxygen mask on first in a mid-air 
crisis, principals need to understand, value and have well grounded experiences in their 
own emotional meaning making capabilities, if they and those in their schools are to 
collaborate authentically in the midst of  increased performativity pressures (Ball, 2000; 
Blackmore, 2004).  In contrast, too often the isolation and emotionally silent suffering 
of principals, translates into a systemic relational contrivance that does not serve anyone 
well (Beatty, 2005). To lead in the creation of safe and caring learning communities that 
can reinvent themselves for a changing world, all leaders need access to their fully 
dimensional selves and so does everyone else.  

Conversely, the emotional numbness (Hochschild, 1983) that results from 
unresolved tensions between the inner and outer professional projection of ‘self’ can 
unwittingly cause a leader and correspondingly an entire organization to become locked 
in the exhausting grip of fear and defensiveness. This, at the very time when everyone 
needs to face into the mandate for bold self-critique. To become open to reflection about 
the effectiveness of one’s work, each must reclaim her/his entitlement to being 
imperfect, a work in progress, whose improvement can then be accelerated through the 
exploration of interdependence cooperation and shared reflection.  

To appreciate the inner experience of total responsibility without any real 
‘power over’ others, and the associated tensions and frustrations that school leaders live 
with every day, is to begin to consider the emotional complexities of the job. The joys 
of the work are intoxicating, but the attachment to introjected expectations of perfection, 
regularly beget workaholism (Killinger, 1991; Beatty, 2002a), family strain and 
physical deterioration (Saulwick & Muller 2000; Beatty, 2005). To lead cultural change 
in our schools or any organisation, leaders need to model - not just in vision and mission 
statements that rhetorically champion it, but also in their relational practices - an actual 
learning reciprocity (Jordan, 1993); this for their own as well as others’ continuous 
openness to discovery.     

 
In order to establish open learning reciprocity, one must be open to influence, to 
being emotionally “moved”, to being vulnerable. All too often people move into 
illusions of self-sufficiency, control and power dynamics to manage the inevitable 
and often frightening experiences of vulnerability and uncertainty in life. Denial 
of vulnerability and movement into a power/control mode can lead to a relational 
pattern of entitlement, self-pre-occupation, and failure of empathy in one persona 
and accommodation, compliance, and silencing in the other. While giving the 
appearance of connection, inauthenticity and a deep sense of disconnection 
prevail (Miller, 1998; Miller & Stiver, 1991; Stiver, 1990). At its extreme, we see 
this pattern in many abusive relationships . . .  (Jordan, 1993, p.1)  

 
Blase and Blase (2003) studied principal mistreatment of teachers and positioned it as 
an aberration. I argue that leaders’ mistreatment of themselves (and others) may, more 
often than we would like to believe, be a perfectly normal response to an unrecognised 
systemic organisational pathology (Beatty, 2004). No one is to blame. Emotional 
silence is part of a long standing tradition and regularly positioned as a ‘professional’ 
imperative. Individuals are regularly marginalised and shamed when their emotions get 
the best of them. The contrivance of denatured professional discourse increases the 
personal pressure, leading to a pressure cooker phenomenon when it all gets to be too 
much. Yet when emotional meaning making – the acknowledgment of the seamless 
blend of thinking and feeling that is the human mind - is integrated into the lexicon of 
professionalism, there is less pressure to pretend. It is time for the feeling rules 
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(Hochshild, 1983) that demand emotional silence, self-denial and numbing repression to 
be challenged and changed.  

However, to embrace a different way, by redefining leadership itself as 
foundationally emotional work, leaders need to be prepared, arguably ideally in formal 
programs, in order that they may reclaim the relevance of their inner lives and invite 
discovery of the professional importance of their integrated selves. This can be 
accomplished through experiences of genuine connectedness with self and peers in the 
context of their preparation for leadership. Incumbent leaders can reclaim their 
integrated selves too. Currently, such experiences are provided in the Monash Master in 
School Leadership and other applications associated with the nationwide offerings of 
the Australian Principals Association Professional Development scheme’s Leaders Lead 
well being workshops. For a comprehensive positioning within the literature, of these 
studies concerning the author’s use of the emotional epistemologies theoretical 
framework in leadership preparation and development contexts, please refer to Beatty & 
Brew (2004).  

Experiences that help leaders reclaim their entitlement to an integrated fully 
dimensional self, can not only strengthen leader sustainability and well being but can 
also rekindle the ability to trust. Trust is hard won and easily lost. Betrayal in the 
workplace (Reina & Reina, 1999) given the de-emotionalised nature of professional 
relationships often leads to permanent damage in relationships. Teachers are sensitive to 
issues of trust and betrayal with colleagues (Hargreaves, 2002). Their career 
vulnerability to their leaders can be excruciating (Beatty, 2002a and in review). High 
levels of trust among adults in schools have been strongly linked with superior student 
academic performance (Bryk & Schneider, 2002).  Empirical evidence linking 
secondary school students’ trust in leaders with trust in teachers, sense of belonging 
with peers, trust in school and academic engagement, suggests we would wisely not 
underrate the pervasive importance of this essentially emotional factor in our schools 
(Beatty & Brew, 2005) 

The ability to trust returns to the self by rediscovering the power of emotional 
meaning making and the counter-intuitive experience of strength, in acknowledged 
vulnerability. Such discoveries engender a sense of entitlement to being authentic, 
human and imperfect. In effect, one learns to trust one’s inner self and to safeguard its 
wholeness which is the essence of the emotional safety we seek. This rediscovery 
process prepares us for trusting others.  

Sincere introspection and associated collaborative reflection represent tall orders 
when the traditional prototype of ‘leader’ demands the continuous projection of an 
illusion of certainty, decisiveness, and pseudo-objectivity. The emotional labour 
(Hochschild, 1983) of enduring the dissonance between actual inner vs. professionally-
projected emotions can create a divided self that loses connection with its most 
powerful system for survival (Greenberg & Paivio, 1997) and its ethical centre 
(Margolis, 1998). As I have argued elsewhere (Beatty, 2000b), emotional control is one 
thing while emotional numbness is quite another. To address the normatively de-
emotionalised leadership prototype and the resultantly contrived cultures in schools and 
other organisations, leaders first need to become aware of the symptoms and dis-ease of 
emotionally arid, hierarchical induced and maintained divisions and even fractures 
within themselves. This, so that they can enjoy and model the freedom of leading and 
learning as openly collaborative endeavours based on mutual respect and reciprocity. 

Leadership Preparation Programs 
A progression of design iterations for leadership preparation programs has ensued 
between the 1940s and the present day.  North American Universities began by 
championing models based on industry with a focus on compliance and passivity in the 
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ideal worker. Dominant were technicist managerial orientations with an explicit focus 
on hierarchy and control, wherein “[e]fficiency, rationality and precision became the 
watchword as educational leaders worked to build a stable, predictable and reliable 
hierarchy for teachers and students”; whereas today the “limits of the bureaucratic 
regulatory model have been reached” and “[s]chools will need to flatten out the 
hierarchies” as principals become “prepared to create the conditions for a professional 
teaching force by sharing planning and decision-making responsibilities with staff . . . 
The idea that answers to school problems cannot be fixed from the top requires a 
fundamental reordering of the very fabric of the relationship between administrators and 
teachers” (Mulkeen & Cooper, p.17&22).  

A recent study of leadership preparation programs in the US has signalled the 
critical need for principals to learn how to support teachers and how to develop 
collaborative learning communities (Davis, Darling-Hammond, LaPointe & Meyerson, 
2005). These authors found that cohort structures, mentoring and collaborative support 
networks also need to be embedded, in programs that ideally include internship/practica 
(such as leadership of change projects) as core to their assessment protocols.  

Core Conceptual frameworks 
Integrating the Personal Professional and Organisational Self: Pursuing the 
potential for ‘flow’ at work 
The Monash Master in School Leadership delivery structure integrates all of the 
recommended elements noted by Davis et al., (2005) above. Further, it accomplishes its 
objectives by first grounding leaders’ life long learning in the counter-intuitive but 
surprisingly accessible blend among the “personal, professional and organisational self” 
(Beatty, 2000c, p. 76).  This concept was applied in a study of a teacher self-directed 
learning group with a view to optimising the potential for total engagement, or flow 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) at work, something that Sergiovanni (1992) measured in the 
context of his study of moral leadership. The Monash course positions as foundational 
the demands of increased emotional preparedness and the need for courage to face fears 
and engage in collaborative reflection about the inevitability of wounding (Ackerman & 
Maslin-Ostrowski, 2002). Engagement in the regenerative processes of acknowledging 
emotional wounds and actively pursuing the healing process becomes synonymous with 
leadership work. Tensions among personal, professional and organisational needs are 
explored in the process of integrated self-leadership. Deepened emotional 
epistemologies begin to develop from these kinds of experiences of individual and 
collaborative emotional meaning making.2 
Connecting the Personal Professional and Scholarly ways of knowing 
The normatively denied and yet potentially transformational treatments of the 
inner/personal aspect of the professional self are readily discovered and explored 
through the emotions. To accomplish this convergence in the context of scholarly work, 
the constructivist learning principle of acquiring new knowledge through linkages with 
existing ‘knowledge’ is reconceptualised. New ‘knowledge’ is reframed as acquired 
through its deliberate integration with both intellectual and emotional ways of knowing. 
The activation of the explicit emotionally reflective dimension with more traditionally 
‘cognitive’ rationalist information processes provides the link that engages the 
embodied mind in the seamless blend of thinking and feeling. Thus new learnings from 
scholarly readings are integrated with personal and professional meaning making 
processes. 
A theoretical framework of emotional epistemologies  
This framework emerged from the author’s Canadian national award winning doctoral 
study of leaders’ and teachers’ emotions. This involved the grounded theory analyses of 
                                                 
2 See Figure 1 
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two data sets:  a seven-month online discussion among 25 principals in six different 
western nation state countries and transcribed interviews with 50 teachers in Ontario 
Canada (Beatty, 2002a, 2002 b). All participants shared their experiences of the 
emotions of leadership. This framework, which is discussed in more detail in other 
places (e.g., Beatty 2002a, 2002b; Beatty & Brew, 2004; Beatty, 2005), became 
foundational to the Monash MSL course design. The framework proposes four stances 
from which emotional knowledge and emotional ways of knowing (or not knowing) 
may be considered: ‘emotional silence’, ‘emotional absolutism’ ‘transitional emotional 
relativism’ and ‘resilient emotional relativity’. The theory of emotional meaning making 
- examined emotional self and examined emotional other and associated synergistic 
effects from the shared examination of emotional self with emotional others - emerged 
directly from the data of the leaders’ study. A developmental or transformational effect 
was observed. The graphic representation of this construct - a ‘reinforcing spiral 
progression of emotional knowing’ is presented at Figure 1.  

As I began to unpack the inner processes at each stage of the progression, deeper 
emotional processes emerged which suggested different modalities or emotional 
epistemological perspectives. The looping concept was designed to depict the fluidity 
and contextual dependency of the phenomena. By examining cognitivist 
epistemological development frameworks, I discovered the applicability of somewhat 
analogous processes in emotional meaning making. There were similarities and 
differences but the parallels were significant and useful. These frameworks included 
early work by Perry (1970), and later work by Belenky et al. (1986/1997) and Baxter 
Magolda (1992). The theoretical framework that I developed has been grounded 
empirically and conceptually by analogy to a composite of these frameworks (Brew, 
2001). Importantly the notion of knowledge authority, which shifts from externality to 
internality as students develop their awareness of knowledge as a construction was 
resonant with the notion of emotional knowledge authority. A similar shift from 
external to internal emotional knowledge authority is proposed.  

The progression of theorised stances is an attempt to capture the range of 
perspectives represented in the original data sets and confirmed in each of the 
applications within which I have used it since. It characterises four of the ways 
emotional ways of knowing tend to be considered (or not). A brief description of each 
stance follows: 1) From the stance of ‘emotional silence’ emotions are ignored or 
shunned as dangerous, a source of shame. 2) From the stance of ‘emotional absolutism’ 
emotion-related behaviours – be they control and containment or displays of 
enthusiasm/disapproval for instance - are rewarded and/or punished according to the 
organisation’s culturally defined norms or feeling rules (Hochshild, 1983). These so-
called feeling rules are by definition external to the individual’s actual inner experience 
of emotions yet they evoke emotional responses that condition behaviours. 3) From the 
perspective of ‘transitional emotional relativism’ emotions are discovered (either 
inadvertently or deliberately) to be relevant and useful in understanding self and others. 
Explorations in conscious emotional meaning making and meta-emotional meaning 
making – exploring emotions about emotions - can emerge from this stance. 4) From the 
stance of ‘resilient emotional relativity’ through validation and experience, one’s 
emotional epistemologies are deepened. The emotional knowledge that is accessed from 
a heightened awareness of inner signals from the self and the sharing of one’s own 
emotional meaning making processes with others creates a synergistic effect that builds 
upon itself. The use of emotional meaning making as a process for interpretation of self 
and situation is experienced as consistently relevant and useful to understanding and 
relating to self and others and to exploring and integrating new ideas.  
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(Beatty, 2002. p. 487)
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The Study  

The Monash Master in School Leadership 
Early inquiries into the viability of the emotional epistemologies theoretical 
framework’s ideas had proven its usefulness in a US Masters level leadership 
development context, where it was used in one module of one unit. In that setting the 
framework was introduced explicitly within the course and used as a cognitive prompt 
to generate reflection and discussion, preliminary to a series of group role plays within 
which students created and recreated alternative endings to scenarios according to the 
stances in the framework (Beatty, & Brew, 2004). When the Victorian Department of 
Education and Training called for a tender to provide places in a Master in School 
Leadership for high potential leaders in state schools, there was an opportunity to design 
an entire course that could be grounded in a further application of the framework.  

The tender called for a Master in School Leadership  that would prepare 
graduates to embrace Sergiovanni’s leadership domains and provide the necessary 
foundational experiences to help leaders sustain well being and lead change in their 
schools. In order to enact Sergiovanni’s framework with its transformational leadership 
imperatives, I believed that our leadership preparation professional Masters degree 
would wisely position inner leadership and in association with this, ‘emotional meaning 
making’ (Beatty, 2002a, p. 12) as foundational elements. The proposal was fashioned 
with explicit reference to these intentions and included various dimensions to foster the 
development of authentic collaborative learning communities within each cohort of 
participants. We also sought to foster school leaders’ confidence and experience in 
extending their collaborations to professional colleagues at all levels in the system. This 
study involved the creation of an ‘intervention’ - the Monash Master in School 
leadership - designed for the development of transformational leaders who were 
emotionally prepared to lead change in their schools. It presently involves the tracking 
of effects upon participants both during the course and upon completion in two phases. 
Results of phase one are summarised and a preliminary report on results of the survey 
element in phase two are considered in this paper.  

The Intervention 
The intervention was engineered in such a way as to optimise opportunities for cohorts 
of aspirant leaders to fuse the notion of individual and shared emotional meaning 
making with professional leadership practice, and to reclaim and maintain a strong 
sense of entitlement to a fully integrated self at work. In addition, the intervention was 
designed to encourage the development of habits of mind and deed whereby individual 
and collaborative emotionally integrative reflection become normative in daily 
professional and scholarly praxis. Along with technical and scholarly expertise, of 
interest were the impacts of the MSL upon graduates’ preparedness for understanding 
self and others, developing learning communities, understanding legal, ethical, political, 
cultural, organisational, technical, and community ‘environments’ and for effecting 
school wide change through collaborative culture building and action research. 

Course design elements included a mentoring element, active and regular shared 
reflection with continuous peer and lecturer feedback protocols, peer learning 
relationships, website development, job shadowing, networking, professional 
collaborations and the development across the entire course of a school wide change 
action research project. The cumulative effects of unit sequence and various associated 
learning experiences are the focus of this study. The course articulates for two year part 
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time study in four units: Inner leadership: Understanding self and others; Leading 
Learning Communities; Understanding Environments; and Leading Change: 
Professional action research. The fixed sequence was important for its ability to position 
the emotions of leadership as foundational to all aspects of the role.  

In comparison with the US case even though the same paper which first 
articulated the framework (Beatty 2002b) was included in the readings, it was not 
studied in any depth in the course. Instead, the framework was applied implicitly, as the 
silence on emotion was broken deliberately and systematically, and the normatively 
restrictive organisational feeling rules (Hochschild, 1983), which typically locate 
emotional knowledge authority outside the self, were challenged. New norms were 
established within the learning culture of the cohort and opportunities to move into 
transitional emotional relativism were provided. Emotionally meaning making was 
invoked from the first day of the course, and continued throughout. Emotional meaning 
making through individual and collaborative reflection was implicitly and explicitly 
positioned as inherent in building relationships, developing collaborative cultures and 
leading change in schools. 

Within the first unit, a three day intensive and three evening sessions are 
followed by a two day intensive. During the initial day of the three day intensive in unit 
one, students and their self-selected mentors attend the first day together. Over the 
ensuing two days students experience the power of narrative, and are introduced to the 
inevitability of wounding (Ackerman & Maslin-Ostrowski, 2002). Then, by storying 
and restorying their own real frightening, painful but instructive experiences with each 
other, students establish an ethic of collaborative reflection that is grounded in 
emotional meaning making. This allows them to discover experientially, the relevance 
of emotion to professional leadership. The process of narrative sharing also serves to 
develop a counterintuitive curiosity about emotion, which interrupts the ‘emotional 
silence’ within the self, and extends emotion related talk into the lexicon of 
professionalism. Additionally, a bond of trust in self and others can develop from the 
shared vulnerability. When addressed and shared with others, this acknowledgment 
transforms vulnerability - which is typically experienced as a source of fear, shame, 
weakness and the like - into a source of strength, theorised to emanate from the sense of 
being known, and the sense of one’s authentic self being acceptable and accepted within 
the group. This process and the effects it generates are designed to create access to 
emotional self-and-other-awareness, and a resource upon which students can continue to 
draw throughout the course and in their professional roles.  

To honour the mandate to provide a state-wide network of support and to 
involve regionally distant and urban students equally, the WEBEX3 net meeting system 
was engaged. This system allowed distant learners to participate interactively with their 
on campus lecturers and colleagues during the evening sessions. According to those 
interviewed about the impact of this technology, the WEBEX system makes the 
experience for off campus participants, just like being there (Beatty & Allix, 2005). 
Thus, the continuity of connectedness with peers, an important dimension in the cohort 
structure, and learning community inherent in the course design, can be maintained.  

Throughout the four units, an online virtual classroom provides an asynchronous 
private space, within which to discuss ideas and follow up on questions and emerging 
issues. As well, an online ‘reflection centre’ allows students to post and receive peer and 
lecturer responses to their work. Further details about our course are available upon 
request.  

                                                 
3 WEBEX Asia Pacific is a registered trademark for a net-based meeting system. We are grateful for the 
generous participation in early and ongoing experiments with this system for our purposes.  
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Research Questions: 
x How does the Monash Master In School Leadership course provide 

opportunities to develop emotional preparedness for leadership? 
x What resonance does the author’s theoretical framework of emotional 

epistemologies have for participants in this course? 
x What evidence is there of shifts in emotional epistemological perspective 

along the continuum of proposed stances one through four?    

Methodological perspective 
Phenomenological and social constructionist perspectives informed the selection and 
development of the methods for the two phases of this study. The intervention was 
designed to explore how participants would characterise their past experiences in 
socially constructing their expectations of self and others with respect to emotions and 
professionalism. It was also of interest to learn how conscious awareness and practice of 
intra and interpersonal emotional meaning making might deepen the connection, and 
increase the capability and inclination to use emotional meaning making in professional 
contexts.  
 
Methods 
In the first phase, to understand the impacts of the first three developmental units of the 
MSL course, first, a wide net was cast to determine patterns of overall effects of the 
course in terms of value attributed, quality assessed and impacts on perceptions of self 
and leadership work. Audit tools and evaluations by most students provided some 
indications of the perceived effectiveness of the foundational design premises of the 
MSL course.  

With a smaller sub-group of volunteer participants, a semi-structured interview 
protocol of one hour allowed me to go deeper and explore further, at the 
phenomenological level the MSL course’s effects upon participants’ inner meaning 
making processes. The interview considered how the course experiences, particularly 
with their learning about the emotions of leadership in the first three units, may have led 
to changes in their perceptions of self and work. It also explored how learning through 
emotions influences professional practice.  

In the phase of this study reported on here, interviewees’ responses to an open 
ended online survey concerning the theoretical framework, its key concepts and their 
resonance, verisimilitude and relevance for participants provided the opportunity to 
apply a post-hoc use of the framework. That is, in contrast to its explicit ‘up front’ 
deductive application in the US context, the implicit inductive application throughout 
the first three units of the course was followed by pointing to the framework and asking 
participants to consider if in looking back over their time in the course, they found the 
framework meaningful relative to their experiences in the course and in present practice.  

Ethics Issues 
The invitations to participate in the study in the interviews and the online surveys – 
were provided after the related content areas had been studied and fully evaluated in the 
first three units of the course.  The distinctive nature of the fourth unit with its focus on 
the professional action research project was deemed to be sufficiently separate in nature 
from the earlier three units to render the lecturer-student relationship for those first three 
units a closed matter. A colleague provide the invitation to participate.   

Sample 
Phase one (Beatty, 2006): Students in the initial cohort of 36 completers – one third of 
whom were male, ranged in ages between mid twenties and early fifties. All were 
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invited to complete the audit tool and evaluations throughout the course. An 80% rate of 
return on the audit tool/survey and unit and course evaluations provided a useful 
overview. All students in that cohort were also invited to participate in the interview 
phase. The results from five of the participants who granted interviews - four women 
and one man ranging in age from 31-50 – are reported on in Beatty (2006).  
Phase two: Four of the five interviewees in phase one completed the online open-ended 
survey. Four of the five participants also granted permission for me to review their 
reflections over the first three units of the course and to consider them as data for 
analysis in this study. All five of the potential interviewees and survey completers hold 
substantive school leadership administrative team positions. To preserve anonymity no 
further demographic details are provided regarding the survey completers and the 
reflections providers.  

Instrumentation and Data Sources 
Phase one: In addition to the overall anonymous course audit tool data response and unit 
and course evaluation data, the invitation to participate in the study yielded five 
interviews the results of which have been reported on previously as noted.  
Phase two: An online open-ended style survey requested participants first, to review the 
framework’s four stances, and indicate on a scale of 1-10, the extent to which they a) 
made sense to them, b) understood them c) felt the stances rang true to them and d) 
seemed theoretically logical. Questions 6 – 16 of the survey provided open-ended 
questions for participants to connect the framework with their MSL, and professional 
experiences. Questions 17 – 23 extended respondents perceptions as to the applicability 
of the framework’s ideas.  Written reflections compiled in configurations of 5 
reflections and one metareflection in unit one; 5 reflections in unit 2; and 3 longer 
reflections in unit 3 were released to the researcher as data for further analysis.  
 
Analysis 
In addition to the ratings for questions 1 – 6 in the survey, the compilation of open-
ended survey responses and written reflections throughout the course from four of the 
five interviewees has provided rich thick descriptive data for analysis and interpretation 
according to the framework’s stances. That is, the notion of noting and or breaking the 
emotional silence are coded to the first stance. Awareness of the organisational culture’s 
feeling rules are coded to the second stance, emotional absolutism. Evidence of 
movement into transitional emotional relativism, associated with the emergence of 
emotional meaning making in action are coded to the third stance. Finally, evidence of 
the adoption of emotional meaning making as part of professional praxis, are coded to 
the fourth stance resilient emotional relativity. This part of the analysis will be reported 
on in a later paper. To provide a context within which to position the survey response 
findings from Phase two, a summary in review of phase one results is presented first, 
followed by presentation of survey data and a preliminary analysis of patterns 
associated with these responses.  

Results and Discussion 
Phase One Summary in Review 
Patterns reflected in findings from the audit tool administered with on campus attendees 
after the final session indicate that overall, students perceive that changes in their 
perceptions of self and work since entering the program include improved self-efficacy 
and satisfaction with their effectiveness as leaders. Comments such as “Much more 
effective leader” and “much higher self-efficacy as a leader” typify the written 
responses. On a five point scale from 1 as ‘low’ to 5 as ‘high’, participants responded to 
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a range of MSL course outcomes/impacts, with the majority of responses in the 4-5 
range with respect to “attributions of impact from ‘the MSL experience’” upon each of 
the following:  

x leadership confidence/self-efficacy;  
x attitude toward seeking promotion;  
x quality of your inner reflective practice;  
x readiness to self-direct your learning about leadership;  
x level of satisfaction with your leadership work;  
x understanding of other leaders  
x expectations of experiencing ‘flow’ in leadership (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990);  
x preparedness for technical leadership;  
x preparedness for educational/instructional leadership;  
x preparedness for human leadership;  
x preparedness for cultural leadership;  
x preparedness for symbolic leadership;  
x preparedness to implement the Victoria Blueprint for State schools;  
x sense of possibility of maintaining your own well being;  
x sense of possibilities for supporting the well being of others in your school;  
x openness to leadership as synonymous with life long learning;  
x awareness of the importance of emotional leadership;  
x preparedness to lead in an emotionally grounded way.  

 
When asked to feature aspects of the course that were responsible for these effects, the 
most often cited were the following: Inner Leadership Unit, reflection dimension, online 
forums, readings, face to face intensives, core lecturer, guest lecturers, networking 
experiences and mentoring relationships.  Evaluations of the course units individually 
and the course overall, have been exceptionally positive. An external review of the 
course has been highly affirming. A detailed statistical analysis of all of these data is 
planned as part of the larger project.  
 
A summary of themes only that emerged in phase one from the analysis of interview 
responses helps to characterise the changes in participants’ perceptions of self and 
practice in leadership work.  
Participant One:  
Acknowledging vulnerability transforms it into a strength: 
Making emotions explicit creates inner change:  
Redefining leadership as the entitlement to imperfection: 
Transcending the need to direct and confront: moving toward relationship 
Reframing conflict as an opportunity to build trust 
Redefining leadership as relational rather than defensive or aggressive 
Discovering the role of emotional reflection for understanding self 
Discovering the role of emotional reflection for understanding others 
Rejecting the emotional double standard and closing the gap on the teacher leader 
relationship 
Facing fears, acknowledging vulnerability and redefining leading as learning from a 
place of authentic curiosity. 
The emergence of the authentic self with confidence, courage and commitment to 
connectedness 
Participant 2 
Making emotional ways of knowing a priority 
Building shared reflection and emotional meaning making into daily practice 
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Counter-intuition and the pedagogy of discomfort in action 
Applying the power of reflection 
Seeking support from trusted others- the role of safe spaces 
Leading change through the lens of emotion – finding common ground 
Facing the inertia of the normative emotional distance between teachers and leaders 
Key elements of the MMSL course: commitment to connectedness is applied 
Overall highly positive impression of the tranformational power of the MSL 
Participant 3: 
Conflict resolution: Discovering the power of emotional meaning making with others 
The new breed of leader: challenging the culture of silence on emotion 
Seeing emotional meaning making as developmental and core to leadership 
The foundational role of relationships in technical leadership 
Emotions of leadership and well being 
Key elements of the MSL: Commitment to connectedness improves self-efficacy  
Participant 4: 
The role of emotion in understanding resistance to change 
Leading change through emotions 
Learning to listen to the inner voice of emotion  
Emotional meaning making creates the sense of more time and more space: 
Sustainability and well being are strengthened 
Learning to lead others through emotional connectedness 
Participant 5:  
Emotional self-talk, re-storying and resilience 
Emotional honesty for resilience in relationships 
Enjoying authentic leadership - integrating personal professional and organizational 
self 
Escaping the culture of silence on emotion 
From manipulation to transformation - embracing diversity 
To thine own self be true 
From wounding to healing: the power of emotional meaning making 
Key elements of the MSL: The Inner Leadership Unit 
 
Phase Two: 
Survey results: 
Four of the five survey respondents indicated a level of 9 – 10 on a scale of 1-10 that the 
stances a) made sense, b) were well understood, c) rang true (inferred to mean that they 
held verisimilitude for them) and d) were theoretically logical. The fifth participant 
indicated not having had the time to review the stances in detail and thus put responses 
to a), b) and c) in the 4 -5 range, but put a response to d) theoretically logical at an 8.  
 
In terms of the respondents’ answers to questions 6 – 23, while the longitudinal study of 
the MSL graduates over several years may provide the opportunity to construct a 
representative sample across several cohorts, results are presented here in raw form as 
they pertained to each of the questions in the survey.  
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The use of the forum to explicitly reflect on our emotional understandings was new and eventually welcome. I also 
feel it helped with the networks I have established thru this course – networks which have developed into friendships 
in a couple of cases.  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Leadership is shared and sustainable. While I was busy worried about being the one with all the answers I blocked 
the learning of others. My need to be in control, because I felt insecure about my gifts and any areas of need, often 
led me to assume the motivations of others instead of our learning being constructed together . One particular time I 
was planning with a team who were finding [a curriculum] change… a challenge. I was frustrated by what I though 
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was resistance to me personally. I had really worked hard to not change heart held units and started on something 
that was neutral. We were having a great planning meeting and you could feel the energy in the room until I went one 
step too far. Instead of celebrating the journey we had taken together I expressed fear that we might slip back…. It 
was like the air was sucked out of the room and I was a fish flung out onto the bank left to flop and die from lack of 
oxygen. No matter how I tried to retrieve the situation with this one person and with the help of others in the room the 
wounding that I caused had touched a raw nerve for the leader of this group. I was so miserable because it hadn’t 
been my intention and I felt like I had set back their growth. A few days later “Jill” came past the office to show me 
work her kids had done and I felt at the time to reinforce to me that she was a good teacher. Through my learning 
with Brenda I decided to reach out emotionally to “Jill”. First I apologized to her and said you must have thought I 
was coming from a different plane on planning day. I felt like I hurt your feelings about your teaching when I was 
really wrapped with the way we were planning together. I’m sorry that I made you feel upset. It wasn’t my intention. 
“Jill then just opened up and told me how she had felt i.e., like I thought she didn’t know anything and she couldn’t 
understand why it had happened. Long story short we spoke for over an hour about the exciting plans she had for her 
unit of work and we planned together how we could share the leadership of others in this. If I hadn’t experienced the 
power of healing and of recognizing and valuing emotions in the work through the course, I would never have tried 
this and made this connection.  It had flow on effects because where “Jill” was complaining about my perceived 
mistreatment of her, she was no sharing the fantastic learning experience we had both had. I don’t think anyone in 
her leadership experiences had cared to apologise before. The experience also gave me the courage to truly share 
leadership and be in partnership.       
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Questions 11 and 12 requested an indication of the relevance of inner emotional 
awareness to participants’ ability to be effective in leadership and relevance of 
consideration of others’ emotional experiences to their ability to be effective in 
leadership.   
 
All participants indicated 9 – 10 on a scale of 1-10 for these questions.  
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   My level of self awareness has improved immensely 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
I am actually considering doing a PhD – I am very interested in the area of emotional leadership. It has been a 
great influence on my approach to leadership.  
 

  

  

 

 
The reflections and readings have been great. Meeting other people was fantastic – extending networks, being 
able to ring others when I need advice, assistance. …The reflections have been excellent for me in terms of 
considering my own leadership styles, approaches.  
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Summary of patterns from Phase One: 
From the audit tool data and the five interviews evidence emerged of a growing self 
confidence in these leaders and their ability to use emotional meaning making for 
building trust and relationships, problem solving, conflict resolution, leading change 
and affirming authentic integrated self-leadership. This is emotional meaning making in 
action. Attribution of impact to course elements featured the Inner Leadership Unit, the 
collaborative reflection with peers and the positioning of emotional meaning making as 
foundational. Findings suggest that the Monash Master in School Leadership elements 
work in a combined synergistic effect, grounded in the integration of inner emotional 
and other meaning making processes that are validated and reinforced through 
collaborative reflection among members of a bonded cohort of learning peers. Together 
the elements and the efforts of the participants are creating what appear to be 
transformational effects. Clearly the participants’ own efforts are at the heart of such 
changes. From these findings it is clear that in their perception, the active engagement 
with emotional meaning making alone and with others has been a critical catalyst to the 
various effects noted.  
Discussion of findings in Phase Two Survey Data: 
Across the survey data there is evidence that breaking the silence on emotion is held to 
have been valuable and even transformational for these participants. It seems to have 
affected their view of educational leadership itself, as something they are entitled to put 
their own stamp on, something that they can see themselves doing and enjoying. This 
alone is an outcome from the intervention that should help to address the dwindling 
numbers of applicants for the principalship. However, what is even more compelling for 
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me is that these leaders are redefining the role and making leadership in schools 
synonymous with the mastery of self-awareness and support for release of potential in 
others. Their praxis for leadership has very different qualities, and they are enacting it in 
the present, rather than in some imagined distant future. In other words, the positioning 
of emotional meaning making seems for these participants to be anything but a vague, 
utopian ideal. Rather it seems to be a powerful part of who they are and I expect a 
defining quality of their leadership and the school cultures they will create, one 
relationship at a time.   

An increased confidence that the active reflection and integration of the inner 
life of leadership can inform and enrich the experience of leading in schools is clear in 
these participants’ responses. Emerging are signs of a stronger and calmer inner 
leadership life, which seems to be more likely to associated with the experience of flow 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) at work (Sergiovanni, 1992).  
 

The implications for change agency sustainability and leader well being are 
promising. A longitudinal study of these participants’ experiences over time will assist 
us in learning more about the role of emotions relative to these critical concerns. These 
first two phases of this study are helping us understand how to build in the entitlement 
to personhood and integrity as intrinsic to leadership, not just as values and ideals, but 
as personal practices that are achievable. We can already see that the inevitable intra 
and interpersonal challenges of the work that most leaders find extremely draining and 
even debilitating over time, are being experienced by these leaders in qualitatively 
different ways. Rather than as a dreaded source of anxiety, emerging is a pattern of 
reframing interpersonal challenges as inviting opportunities for building trust and 
leading change.  
 

While much of the leadership literature has long advocated that leaders try to 
share leadership and empower others, the emotional challenges associated with the fear 
of letting go of control have not been successfully addressed due to the inaccessibility 
of the emotions within professional discourse. By redefining professional as 
emotionally integrated self-leadership this obstacle is being successfully addressed. 
Continuing is the call for leaders to support teachers more effectively. To achieve this, it 
seems they need to learn how to nurture and support their own social and emotional 
well being first. Putting emotion in a place of prominence in professional consciousness 
and professional practice, and validating emotional meaning making as a new way of 
seeing, being and knowing is making a difference for these leaders.  
 

The evidence from interviews in phase one (Beatty, 2006), and these survey 
responses, while admittedly from only five participants out of the 36 who have taken the 
course, does seem to point to a definite impact for them, from having explicitly and 
systematically broken the emotional silence and having challenged the normative 
emotional absolutism in organisational feeling rules that marginalise this important 
emotional meaning making dimension of mind. The MSL’s carefully scaffolded set of 
experiences that foster transitional emotional relativism, has validated their own and 
others’ emotions.  

There are implications for formal leadership development here. The validation 
of emotion’s power in leadership is discovered through acts of counter-intuitively 
moving toward, into and through experiences of fear and discomfort, in becoming 
familiar with them and expectant of their occurrence, rather than aversive and avoidant 
of situations that evoke fear and discomfort. In effect the process short circuits the fear 
of the fear and replaces the meta-emotional fear with curiosity and courage to face into, 
examine and understand the source and use emotional meaning making to do something 
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about it.  The exchange of stories of fear, and vulnerability, positions the act of 
acknowledging vulnerability as rewarding and transformative. Fear and wounding 
become sources for discovery and creation of new knowledge by re-
creating/transforming relationships with self and others.  

The engagement in emotional meaning making with others, is easier to initiate in 
a culture dedicated to honouring the validity of how people are actually feeling, such as 
that of the Monash MSL cohort structured learning communities. However, there are 
signs that these leaders are regularly applying reflective emotional meaning making and 
emotional meaning making with others in their leadership, something they are finding a 
refreshing departure. These leaders are likely to be more able to look after themselves 
because of their ability to recover and even grow and flourish in response to inevitable 
woundings. If they continue to find themselves more able to avoid the cumulative 
emotional damage, exhaustion and numbness, that many of their colleagues suffer from 
(Beatty, 2005) this will have been a transformational impact indeed.  The non-anxious 
presence (Freidman, 1989) that these leaders seem to reflect, if it is sustainable, would 
be expected to stand them in very good stead for avoiding burnout and preventing 
themselves from becoming abusive in response to their experiences of abuse at the 
hands of others (Blase & Blase, 2003; Beatty, 2004). The commitment to connectedness 
in evidence in their interviews (Beatty, 2006) and these survey responses, suggests that 
these leaders have developed their ability to move toward the danger of their own and 
others’ emotional discomfort, which is likely to be of great assistance to them in getting 
beyond the wall of resistance (Maurer, 1999).  

Conclusions 
This study of the ‘built in’ application of the emotional epistemologies 

theoretical framework has provided the opportunity to explore whether it is essential to 
consciously understand the framework’s theory in order to have the meaning of it 
become part of professional practice. Apparently, the answer is no. It is an efficient 
way, but not the only way. What does need to happen, is for the normative professional 
culture of silence on emotion to be broken, deliberately explicitly and regularly, and for 
the integration of the fully dimensional self to be positioned as core business and key to 
leader development. When emotions are explicitly integrated, school leaders and all 
persons in their care have a far better chance of not only surviving but also thriving in 
learning teaching and leading together.  This study has provided further insights into 
how the power of emotional meaning making can become a large part of leadership 
preparation to good effect. Survey responses provide convergent validation of patterns 
in interview responses, and go further to confirm the framework’s usefulness as a 
conceptual tool.  

In terms of leadership succession planning and sustainability of health and well 
being in the role, one source of emotional exhaustion is the impostor syndrome. These 
leaders are reclaiming this energy and drawing upon the strength of genuine 
personhood. By changing the feeling rules and breaking the normative culture of silence 
on emotion that typically stultifies the professional discourse, they are also opening new 
pathways to school improvement that are grounded in healthy relationships. This in turn 
is strengthening their leadership self-efficacy. Success begets success. These leaders of 
change know that developing the courage for being present to and making explicit the 
inevitability of emotional discomfort - their own and others’ - is the place to start.  

The findings of this study have wide ranging implications, as the foundational 
work to provide leaders with the opportunity to develop emotional preparedness for 
leadership may not only protect their well being but also increase their transformational 
power.  
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